Kenneth Bialkin: Financial Pioneer and Jewish Visionary

Kenneth Bialkin, seen here with AIFL Think Tank Director Gol Kalev (L) and Ido Aharoni, Israeli
Consul General in New York.

Kenneth Bialkin may not be a distinguished rabbi, but he is, without a doubt, one of the
great Jewish personalities of our time. Interviewing Kenneth Bialkin offers one an
in-depth look at modern Jewish history, and in particular that of the State of Israel. This
is, in large part, thanks to the fact that Mr. Bialkin helped create that history.

At a surprisingly youthful 83 years old, Bialkin has a most impressive list of associations and
accomplishments. Professionally, he is and has been for over 30 years a partner in the famed
law firm of Skadden, Arps, Slate, Meagher and Flom, LLP. He has specialized in corporate and
securities law, mergers and acquisitions, corporate finance and SEC enforcement. Ken was
involved in the formation of Citigroup and in the merger of Met Life and New England Mutual
Life.
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Ken sits on the Board of Directors of The Municipal Assistance Corp. of New York City,
Travelers Property Insurance Corp, and numerous other professional organizations. He is a
former president of the New York County’s Lawyer Association, a former Director of Citigroup,
Inc. and has served as an advisor to the Federal Securities Code Project and on advisory
committees of the SEC. The list goes on and on, however the passion and gusto he brings to
his professional endeavors is nothing next to his love for Jewish causes and his tireless efforts
on behalf of both the State of Israel and Diaspora Jewry.

Born in 1929 in the Bronx to Polish and Russian parents, Ken speaks with pride how his
grandparents were involved in raising money for Jewish causes. He recalls the Jewish National
Fund “Pushke” (charity box) in his paternal grandparents’ home and the Shabbat observance of
his maternal grandparents. It all left Bialkin with a love for charity, kindness and an
unconditional love for the Jewish people. It also molded the upstanding character, the
menschlichkeit that is so readily apparent when one meets him.

Click Here to continue reading
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